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Kate Chopin and her times.
She was born in 1850 st Louis.
Die in 1904
Father : English catholic
Mother : French creole

1850 – 1904
demi-siècle le plus important des US du sud

– The move from Antebellum Southern Society* to a post Reconstruction South. ( 12 années  
qui suivirent la guerre de sécession – Civil War ) Le Nord prend les rennes du Sud, les gens 
du Sud prennent cela pour une invasion → traumatisme, prennent ça comme de l'esclavage.

Antebellum Southern Society :  Slavery, Plantations, Aristocratic way of life, ideal of the southern 
belle.

– The South try to redefine itself and to recover from the trauma of the civil war.

° Raise of abolitionism 
° Civil War. 61-65
° Reconstruction
→ Bled the south dry 
Southern people were at a loss to find their place in this American Society dominated by nothern 
values.

Edna Pontelier – Theme of women's bondage is only present in Chopin fiction.
Chopin's heroine is part of a world that is still looking for is own identity, very instable world. She 
is herself struggling to find a place for herself in this society. After throwing of the uke of slavery. 
( esclavage patriarcale ) 

° The Gilded Age
Rail road barons, the age of entrepreneurs, economic speculation. It was known as the Gilded Age 
because the main standard was gold.

Chopin' standard were at the valiance of the Gilded Age. What was important was speed, finuncial 
pouch and social ambition. 
Gilded Age = Léonce 
is obsessed with accumulating riches, with keeping in touch with people in high society who could 
be useful to him. P 101, chap 17
Is obsessed with saving appearences.  Is afraid that people think he is too poor.
( ref : notice in the newspaper when Edna leaves him )

° Women movement
had gained huge momentum in american society. Fight for emancipation, for the right to vote. This 
movement originated in the northeast closely linked with the anti-slavery movement. This clashed 
with southern values and ideals. « after the civil war, white women and the ideals they had been 
associated with stood as a bulwark ( rempart ) against social and racial chaos. »



It was very important that women should perpetuate this ideal image of the angel in the house. 
Victorian stereotype. 
Otherwise all the other southern values would collapse. 

A close link can be established between gender relations, race relations and class relations. 

– Chopin's treatment of black people :
La belle zoraid.
The first women american author who discribed a black man as beautiful. Other louisiana author 
wrote about happy slaves. Stories of black characters devoted to their masters. Chopin also wrote 
such stories but she broach dairing subjects. A black man helped a withe women to escape his brutal 
husband.
Chopin saw black people as individuals. Miscegenation. ( mélange des races. )

The 1890s = decade that initiated tremendous changes in the society.
The works of Darwin 

Female passion was considered imoral or unhealthy. 
1896 Irwin kiss ( cinema ) shocked the US.

°Her education
She was brought up in a women world → No adult men in her family. ( her father died when she 
was only five ) 

– Her maternal grandmother : Victoire Charleville lived with her family until her death. She 
took great pride in teaching little Kate self-reliance. Besides V. insisted that K. always speak 
french to her. She was her firs teacher. ( French lesson, piano lesson. )

– Her great-great-grandmother : Victoria Verdon → she obtained the first legal seperation ever 
granted in Saint Louis. She gave birth to a child out of wedlock. She became a steamboat 
entrepreneur. 

K. was sent to the Sacred Heart Academy, it was well known for its high academic standards, they 
learned to girls how to be pious devoted wives and mother, domestic skills, social accomplishments 
( languages, music, deportment ) 
They also insisted that the little girls learn how to be independent thinkers. «  They introduced the 
girls to current events and scientific discoveries so they could take part intelegently in the 
conversation. A means of developing their judgement and raisoning power.  »

K. became a clever independent minded woman who was not ready to hide her intelligence. She has 
definetely an anticonformist streak. She enjoyed taking long walks by herself, smoking Cuban 
cigarettes and riding bareback and astride. 

Marriage and motherhood.
Just like E. she married an outsider, Oscar Chopin. They settled in New Orleans and stayed until …
They had to abandoned their house and moved to the little village of Cloutierville in Natchitoches 
Parish, Louisiana. Oscar was a businessman, good father, good husband. Died in 1883 of swamp 
fever. He took his wife two years to settle his  debts.

°A writing Career.
She would need to work to provide for her six children so she turned to writing.  First she wrote 



poems, she started to write her first novel at 1890 At fault, the first novel which deals with divorce. 
Her main literary models were : William Dean Howells ( realist writer ) but K. thought that 
american writers were handicaped because of their environment which imposed limitations upon 
their art. She turned away from W.D.H to find inspiration in french fiction. She was fascinated by 
women who defined conventions like Mme de Staël and of course George Sand. The writer who 
most influenced her was Guy de Maupassant, reading M. was a revelation for her. 

Maupassant dealt with such subjects as adultery, prostitution, madness, suicide etc... that is the 
subjects were considered indicent « A thoroughly decadent Frenchman »
M.'s tone was ironic, he refrained from moral judgment.
K. definition of immorality was at variance with the other americans : a book is immoral when it is 
« not true » 

The Awakening / Réveil de Maupassant.  
                           Le noyé
She translated M's novels : Solitude, Suicide.

K. held a salon in her St Louis home and she was soon recognized as a talented local color writer, 
she used local color to deflect attention from the more controversial aspects of her writing. The 
book was highly prized. 
A night in Acadie was also well received. But she was determined to create something new in her 
second novel. 

To what extend K.C can be described as a naturalistic writer ?
For instance the influence of heredity. E's mother was sent to an early grave by her husband attitude. 
Influence of the environmental of Grand Isle.
Confrontation with a new environment that brings out animals instincts, blind impulses ( p79 « she 
was blindly following whatever impulsed, moved her. » « tearing her bread with a strong withe 
teeth. » « some beautiful sleeped animal wake in the sun »
A descent on the social scale to find more vital life. P51
Presence of an understanding man of science 
Typical solution : suicide. 
However : « Where C. does evoke naturalism she demonstrates its limitations. » P. Leder.

Sister Carrie, T. Dreiser
A sexless heroine ( experience sex as a force outside of herself ) =/ In the A.
E. has children in contrary of Carrie.
The city appears a threatening environment besides New Orleans and Grand Isle don't appear 
threatening.
Carrie the object of male desire, E. is determined to become a full-fledged subject.

Nature is important in the A.
Capital letter “the ways of Nature”
An overwhelming, omnipotent force.
E. rebels against the diktat of Nature. ( she took chloroform during her accouchment ) so she 
avoided the force of Nature.
E. escapes from her “antagonists”. Solution adopted by Chopin is not so conventional.

K. C. was not interested in experimental method favored by naturalist like Zola. The aim was to 
demonstrate scientific laws and arrive at conclusions but in the A, E is not a mere laboratory 
experiment. Of course K.C presents basic urges as imperatives in a very naturalist passion. But on 



the other hand she also let E. decides her own destiny in an existentialist way.
 

°Reactions to The Awakening
Significance of her name →  Pontelier can be interpreted by : the one who bridges. “E. is one whose 
mission is to begin the painful process of bridging two centuries, two worlds, two vision of 
genders.” 
Posthumous reputation
She sank into oblivion.
C.A presents The A as a landmark of american realism.

°Space in The A 
Chapter 1 – 16 the action takes place in Grand Isle. 
17 – 38 move the action to New Orleans
Last chapter takes us back to Grand Isle.

tropical paradise characterized by a sensual atmosphere. Former mansions like the Lebrun's were 
used as pension for this summer residents. Whole families moved to Grand Isle husbands joined 
them for the weekends only. 

That's why Grand Isle is presented as a women-centered land ( matriarchal space ) 
Symbolical point of view : refuge, shelter away from the chaos of the world. The island is also a 
spiritual center which allows us to regenerate ourselves. Besides island is associated with the color 
white. A lot of mythological islands are only inhabited by women. We notice indeed the 
predominance of women and the color white. ( ladies dressed in white, white sunshade... )
Madame Antoine is typically maternal figure.

Much of Grand Isle was actually destroyed in 1813 by a hurricane. Thus for K. C the Grand Isle 
that she recreates in her fiction was maybe associated with some lost paradise. 

New Orleans is different from the rest of the south, very cosmopolitan city. It appears that is more 
permissive than the rest of the South. “ The novel can be read as an account of the clash between 
the dominant southern culture in which Edna was raised and the NO Creole subculture in which she 
find herself after her marriage.”
Creole women did not conform so much to the victorian ideal that dominated other parts of the US. 
Creole women seemed to be freer they enjoyed life more than their american counterparts. This was 
also a very patriarchal society in which women were just as powerless and dependent on men. E is 
an outsider and she is fooled by the appearances of this new world. Indeed the spatial organization 
of the novel goes beyond this simple dichotomy ( NO / GI ) 
Creole society is a lure, it offers E an illusion of freedom that fools her into believing that she can 
be granted more liberty than the others. 
Contrast between appearances and reality.
Appearances :Women are allowed to listen to men telling risqué stories. ( histoire salace ) Are also 
allowed to enjoy company of young admirer. Also allowed to read french novels that were banned 
in the rest of US.  
Reality : very conventional society that complies with what Léonce calls “les convenances”.
The chapter 7 include an excursion into another level of fantasy : the trip to CC ( lost treasures, 
faraway adventures, escape, fairy tale imagery. ) but in the end we have the impression that freedom 
is always one step beyond. NO appears to be freer that the rest of the south but it is not. GI appears 
to be freer than NO but it is not. CC appears to be freer than GI but we can wonder if it's true. 
Visions of fairytale and adventures that could turn out one more lure indeed. 



  


